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S

easonal Greetings!

It is no wonder many people have been
saying that this is their favorite time of
year. This fall has been just beautiful!
While the weather has been very favorable,
the qualities that give most autumns in the
Southern Appalachians a special aura, I
believe have to do with the diversity of our
natural environment. Maybe it is a personal
bias, deep-rooted in many generations of
living in these mountains, and maybe it is
naivety, but I have found our region
incomparable in terms of autumn splendor.
Sure, the great northeastern maples are
more brilliant, as is the fleeting golden
brilliance of western aspen groves. But
while knock-dead gorgeous, I find they
cannot match the Southern Appalachian in
terms of shear diversity in hues and
textures over time, from the canopy to the
forest floor.In fact it is the diversity of our
region that keeps my interest whenever I
am lucky enough to get out with the fly
rod. We have a plethora of streams and
rivers, ponds and lakes, and I feel certain
you can spend a lifetime within a couple of
hours of Hendersonville, without fishing
the same water twice. Of course, we all
have our favorite waters that beckon us
back time and again. But, it is nice to
realize that depending on the time of year,
the weather, or your state of mind, you

Piranha Fishing in Ecuador

have many diverse options for spending a
day fly-fishing.So it is in terms of
diversity with the Pisgah Chapter
membership. We come from all walks of
life, We are a diverse crowd of ladies and
gentlemen, each with different
backgrounds, careers and talents. It’s
what gives us the ability to put on
Yellowstone Fishing
challenging programs, like our Fly
Fishing School. It is also what makes our Trip 2011- Part 1
meetings and events fun and interesting.
The diversity of backgrounds and talent
we have can be a great asset only if
chapter members participate in chapter
programs. While the Board of Directors
plans this coming year’s programs,
projects, and events towards our mission
statement, it will be important to know on
The Davidson River:
who they can count. Think about what
A Great Winter
background and talent you may have to
Fishing Getaway
offer, be it organization, information
technology, communications, science,
education, fishing experience, legislative
action, conservation action, or simply a
good back. We will soon be forming
committees that will benefit from
experience and talent in each of these
areas. Please think about dedicating a few
hours this coming year as the
opportunities are presented for the
Fly of the Month
benefit of our chapter and thus our
Crazy Charley
coldwater fisheries.
Thanks and have a bountiful Thanksgiving!
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Barsotti
Barsotti

Mark Byington

Kelly Bandlow of Curtis Wright Outfitters gave a presentation on
self-guided fly-fishing in the Bahamas at the October Meeting

From the Editor

T

his year we will again have a December issue featuring the rest of Chris Ellis’s Yellowstone Fishing Trip 2011

and all of the other November activities including the stocking of the Green and Little Rivers. On page 9 I
have an article from Mid-Current concerning an 8 ft. 10 in. one piece fly rod from the House of Hardy. New rods
today are a minimum of 4 pieces—2 & 3 piece rods are older models that customers still buy and manufacturers
have not re-tooled. I, personally have never heard of a one piece rod.. And oh by the way, Dave Bender was in
Montana early this Fall, and I took a float trip on the Watauga with Lou Barlow and Bob Yelton Sr. Look closely at
the photo—is the top fly a “Joey Egg?”
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Green River stocking report

L

ist of volunteers who helped with the stocking. Gene Conley, John Spooner, Tony Brooks, John Bargotti,

Charlie Dotson, Paul Ray Cole, Sandy Hastie, John Rich, Dave Maxwell, Yoshi Kindshitz, Jerry Cole, Jeff
Fleck, Mike Hanesworth, John Johnson, Art Hudson, Buddy Kimura, Kevin Finney, Harry Hunkele, Darrin Cronun,
Tim Asbury, Mike Dennis.
If your name was not on the list I apologize, I took this off the sign in sheet.
I want to thank everyone who came out for the October stocking. It was a great group effort and made my first
time heading it up very easy. Special thanks to Mike Dennis who made a long trip just to bring us muffins. To John
Johnson who brought the coffee. Thanks to Ross Fox for getting me up to speed and for his past leadership. To
Dave Maxwell for his valuable advice. To Charlie Dotson and John Johnson who helped me scout the river 2 weeks
before the stocking. To Tony Brooks who dipped the fish from the truck. To all of you who volunteered your time
and effort.
It was a beautiful Carolina blue day and the clean up the previous Saturday made the river a great place to spend
the day.
I have talked to many owners that live on the river and they are supportive of our efforts. If you’re fishing please
take the time to say hello and thank them for letting us use their backyard.
The truck had 960 lbs. of fish which the driver said came out to about 2400 fish. We tried to put some fish in some
spots we had not before with thoughts of where it would be good to fly fish and to try to make it harder for the
poachers. We will see if it works out.
We had a good turnout for lunch and fellowship at Green River BBQ after work was done.
I welcome your suggestions and comments on how to make the stocking even better. You can E-mail me or call
anytime you think of something. 828-894-6460, kfbrady@windstream.net
Thanks again to everyone and I hope to see you on Thursday Nov.3 for the last stocking of the year.
Ken Brady
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Another Dick Fulton Story
Jim Hoskinson

D

ick Fulton was a good friend to many, He passed away last May. Newcomers may not have had the opportunity to meet Dick since he hadn’t attended many meetings in the past several years.

Here’s some background: Dick joined the chapter in November 1999. He was a regular at the meetings and on the
trout streams. He built excellent quality bamboo fly rods from scratch—about 2-3 per year. At the time his death
the number rods produced was in the 30’s. I can’t imagine how much he had invested in equipment and materials..
He had planning forms, a lathe, a stock of tonkin cane, burl for reel seats and a supply all the necessary hardware.
Dick fished dry flies almost exclusively except in the coldest winter months when there was no chance of a rising trout. He also enjoyed
the comradery at the breakfast table. Every fishing trip included a stop at some “Greasy Spoon”. As his ability to fish decreased his
interest in meeting for breakfast seemed to increase. We would meet at least once a week for breakfast.
Several Years ago, we met at the Dixie Diner. About 5 or 6 of us gathered around one of the round tables in the

back room. The waitress approached and having overheard us talk she said “you guys must be fishermen.”
“I fish too. Whenever we go fishing I catch most of the fish. I use a bamboo pole”. Someone in our group said
“So does he.” She looked at Dick and said: “See!” “He knows You Don’t Need a Fancy Pole to Catch Fish!”

OUR VISION
Pursue a future where healthy populations of native and wild cold water fish thrive in the Western North Carolina region for
following generations to enjoy.

OUR MISSION
Conserve, protect and restore cold water fisheries and their watersheds in the Western North Carolina region.
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Little River Stocking
October 5, 2011

T

he sunlight broke through the clouds, brightened the day and warmed up the chilly morning. Everybody enjoyed the
stocking and we had a great turn out for the October 5th stocking of the Little River. It was interesting to note that the
water flow was down due to the lack of rain over the past three weeks and the water temperature was 50.9 F.
The following individuals were present for the stocking: Eric Folk, DuPont State Recreational Forest Ranger; Bill Bartles, Setzer
Fish Hatchery; and our chapter members Ken Voltz, Clive Morris, Peter Greko, John Kocinski, Dick Millonzi and Jack Soyak.
We had two new volunteers to join the stocking team: Karl Kauffmann and Jerry Ray. New volunteers are always welcome
since we seem to loose several volunteers over the year and replacements are always needed.
Eric Folk, the DuPont State Recreational Forest Ranger who normally accompanies the TU stocking volunteers announced that
he and his wife are expecting their first family addition in March. He believes it will be a girl but it is too soon according to him
to really know. We congratulate him and his wife on this addition to their family and wish them all the happiness with the new
arrival.
The Hatchery delivered 337 pounds of trout that equaled approximately 753 fish with an average weight of 0.45 pounds each.
Brooks made up 40% of the total, 20% were Browns and 40% were Rainbows. Many of the Brooks didn’t do well during the
stocking and we lost a number during their transfer into the Little River.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our dedicated volunteers who turned out to stock the Little River. I would
also like to thank DuPont State Recreational Forest for providing the means to transport the fish along the river trails and a forest ranger for driving the vehicle. It would be a near impossible task to carry the buckets of fish to the remote stocking points
without their trusty vehicles.
Jack Soyak
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T

he North Mills River will be featured in an upcoming episode of TU's On the
Rise television show on the Sportsman Channel. The production crew filmed
segments in May and were guided by Dale Klug, NCTU chairman. The show is
hosted by Jed Fiebelkorn. A world-class angler, Jed is a Montana fishing guide and
outfitter, a former professional hockey player and previously, the host of Fly Fisherman's television program.
On the Rise is produced by Barrett Productions in Missoula, Montana. Barrett Productions is an independent, state-of-the-art, High-Definition production house.
Since its formation in 1989, the company has established itself as an industry leader
in entertainment, event, sports, adventure travel and outdoor television production.
No information is listed about air times either at the TU website or the Sportsman Channel. New shows started last year at the end of March. jh
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Piranha Fishing in Ecuador
Bob Daubert

L

ast January, Madeline and I went to Ecuador to go to the Galapagos Islands. However, on our bucket list was also a visit to the Amazon rainforest. It was easy to go both places, so we flew to Quito, the capital of Ecuador. Quito is a modern city right on the equator but at about 9300 feet
above sea level. It has a climate that does not require heat or air conditioning. From Quito we flew to Coca, a frontier oil town near the eastern border
of Ecuador. There we were met by representatives of the Sacha Lodge, an
eco-friendly lodge about 50 miles down the Napo River. The Napo River is
one of the major tributaries of the Amazon and where we stayed it was about
the size of the Mississippi, yet still several hundred miles from the Amazon.
The only way the lodge can be reached is by boat. The trip from Coca to the
lodge was about two hours by
motorized canoe, powered by
90 hp motors. We then walked
about a mile to get into native
canoes for another mile ride to
the lodge, where we found a
very rustic but modern facility
with most of the features of
home. There was, however, no
air conditioning and the humidity was always about 100 per cent. Ceiling
fans in the buildings were a must.
The lodge is owned by a Swiss businessman but is run by indigenous people. It was great, and Madeline and I, along with another couple from
Canada, had two guides during our stay. One spoke fluent English and
one only spoke a little. Each day started at about 5:30 AM with the exploring of the rainforest, which was a neat experience.
The lodge was on a small lake which was used for swimming, fishing and
canoeing. Part of the lodge experience was to fish for piranha. We were
told that piranha existed in the lake but that they were vegetarian piranhas.
After one of the many delicious meals I asked one of our guides if I could
fish for piranha. He said “sure”, and the other guide got tackle and bait. The rod was a long thin tree branch with fishing line about the length of the pole, with a weighted hook on the end. The bait was strips of beef. We fished off the
dock in the lake while people swam and the supposedly vegetarian piranhas attacked our bait. I caught several fish before running out of bait. Below are some pictures of me and my guide with our catch. Fishing was like fishing for pan
fish, but the teeth of the piranhas were significant - take a
look. I had fun but would not take a trip to the Sacha lodge
for the fishing experience. But if you want great accommodations, superior food and very knowledgeable guides with a
great rainforest experience, I would recommend that you visit
the lodge.
After our stay we returned to Quito and continued on our trip
to the Galapagos Islands. The total trip was extremely nice
and a great way to avoid two weeks of winter in Flat Rock.
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“Redfish, Sun and History

John Kies

As we head into November some start thinking about checking the firewood supply, raking leaves and figuring out
how many are coming to Thanksgiving this year. But change your brain! Time to think about fun in the sun, surf, history and Redfish on the fly! Plus a special raffle for a guided fishing trip and deluxe accommodations at Wild Dunes
on Isle of Palms.
Our November speaker is David Peralta with The Charleston Angler (http://www.thecharlestonangler.com) and he is
giving us a completely different view of the coming months! Can’t wait to get to Charleston? We got you covered
with a raffle for a half day trip with Captain John Irwin of The Charleston Angler plus luxury lodging in a two bedroom oceanfront condo donated by Island Realty (www.islandrealty.com/?NCK=troutunlimited ) Together a $1300
prize! Raffle tickets are $10 and only 100 will be sold with a winner drawn December 1st. More information below.
Our November speaker, David Peralta, is originally from Honolulu Hawaii and has been fishing all over the world including over twenty years experience fishing Coastal South Carolina where he is presently the fishing tackle Buyer for
The Charleston Angler stores. He attributes his love for fishing to his father who was from the Philippine Islands and
who started teaching David about fishing long before he could even walk. David is equally at home fishing shallow
inshore flats or deep blue offshore waters. He started fly fishing in the 1980’s and saltwater fly fishing remains his
favorite fishing passion. He has landed many species of fish on the fly rod off of the SC Coast including Red Drum,
Seatrout, Flounder, Bluefish, Cobia, Shark, Spanish Mackerel, Little Tunny, Mahi-Mahi, Jack Crevelle, Amberjack,
Spadefish and Black Drum. His favorite is sight fishing with the fly rod for Redfish in the Low Country. David has
done many seminars, speaking engagements and classes thru his association with The Charleston Angler.
Beginning this month the waters around Charleston begin to cool, but not
the fishing. Charleston is only four hours easy travel down I-26 and offers
the perfect getaway for fishing and much more. Charleston has the Historical District with classic southern architecture, Fort Sumter, Fort Moultrie,
Charleston Harbor and the barrier island beaches north and south of the
Charleston Bay. It has everything you want for that perfect vacation without the summer crowds and has something for anglers and non-anglers
alike. My wife, Beverly, and I always take a horse drawn tour of the classic southern homes in the lower end of Charleston. These homes have
withstood hurricanes and earthquakes giving us a living history of this
community. The immediate area is home to countless shops, restaurants,
bars and coffee houses. For a full list of vacation options, check out
http://www.charlestoncvb.com/.
How to put your trip together …………….
Beach front and inland waterway rentals on the beaches of Sullivan’s Island and Isle of Palms are available from Island Realty,
www.islandrealty.com/?NCK=troutunlimited. They have a
wide range of rentals including condos, cottages and homes.
They always have great off-season (winter) rates. For over 35
years they have managed vacation condos and homes & long
term rentals East of the Cooper primarily Isle of Palms & Sullivan’s Island just minutes away from the #1 city in the country,
the beautiful and historic Charleston.
The fishing around Isle of Palms offers many unique opportunities with a vast amount of creeks and marsh areas from shore or
docks. Charleston is also home to some of the best inshore and
offshore charter operations in the country. Many of these operations run right out of the Isle of Palms Marina. One of the most
sought after species is the redfish or spot tail bass.
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Charleston is a world class destination where redfish can be caught year round. Even the inexperienced angler can
target and catch them on live or dead bait while more experienced individuals can break out the fly rod and sight cast
to them.
Contact Island Realty at (886) 976-6166, their website www.islandrealty.com/?NCK=troutunlimited, or Facebook
www.facebook.com/islandrealty.
If you are hungry for Charleston’s local seafood, David recommends Fleet Landing...casual downtown on the waterfront...and the executive chef is a fisherman. Reds Icehouse...dinner and beers on the deck while watching boats go
by in Shem Creek. Anson...fancier and located in downtown Charleston – he says the ladies will love it.
How to win your guided trip and lodging.
Your $1300 Charleston angling and lodging package is available for just a $10 raffle ticket supporting our Chapter.
The winner receives a half day guided salt water trip with Capt. John Irwin, plus, an Island Realty, Wild Dunes,
oceanfront two bedroom condo for three nights. We will sell only 100 of these tickets, but you may purchase as
many as you like. Raffle tickets will be sold at our chapter meeting November 10th, and you may also purchase by
mail. Send your check made out to Pisgah TU, and a self addressed, stamped envelope to:

Pisgah TU, % John Kies, 110 Echo Lane, Hendersonville, NC 28739.
I will mail your raffle tickets the same day. All purchases must be made no later than November 30th. The winner
will be notified by e-mail and announced in the December newsletter and at our January meeting. Good luck and
good fishing!

Hardy Zenith one-piece Fly Rods

H

ardy made a huge splash last year with its rod series that use “Sintrix” technology. They cast like a
dream, are very responsive, and they have incredible reserve power for fighting fish.

New for this year, the company has come out with a Zenith line of one-piece freshwater fly rods. They
are 8-foot, 10-inches long (to match shipping specs from UPS) and are available in 4-7 weights.
For many years now, rod companies have been perfecting designs and materials that make ferrules irrelevant. In other words, you can pick up many 4-, 5- or even 6-piece rods these days, and not feel a discernible difference in the rod action versus the single or two-piece models that predominated the market in the
past.
But cast the new Zenith, even for a few minutes, and you can’t help but think, “Yeah, there’s a difference.”
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Yellowstone Fishing Trip 2011- Part 1
Chris Ellis

F

ishing out West was something I had in the back of my mind. Something I would do when I retired. Then Bob Daubert
gave a slide show in 2010 of his Yellowstone fishing trip with Curtis-Wright Outfitters. He had such a great experience
he planned to return the following year. Bob said I should consider going along next year, and sent me the information and a
breakdown of the expenses. The actual trip excluding airfare was very reasonable. Housing and food (expertly cooked) was
provided along with one guided float trip on the Yellowstone River for a week.
The trip was mid August but because of the heavy snow
last winter there was still snow in the high mountains
around Bozeman, Montana I saw from the Jet window.
The airport at Bozeman is on a high plain surrounded by
mountains, and to a NC boy (old boy), used to forested
limited vistas it was spectacular.
I packed for both cold weather and warm weather since
weather can have severe shifts from warm and calm to
cold and rainy with high winds. Luckily, the weather was
perfect during the trip and I didn’t need any cold/wet
weather gear. It’s not easy to stay out of the sun in
Montana, so using sunscreen, Chap Stick, a good hat (not a baseball cap) is essential when fishing out West. A number of folks
wore scarves and fingerless gloves. Unlike fishing in the NC Mountains, you are exposed to the sun all day. My lips were severely chapped by the end of the week. Since the altitude is 6 thousand feet and the air is dry, up to a liter of water may be
necessary to keep yourself hydrated for a day’s outing.
I was fascinated by the geology in Montana. The drive from
Bozeman to Gardner was beautiful with evidence of ancient
volcanic activity such as palisades and volcanic dykes. With my
senses overwhelmed by the incredible views, the trip from Bozeman seemed to fly by.
The Yellowstone River was running high this year from the late
snow melt and we were told that this may alter some of the
float trips that were previously planned. This didn’t bother me
since a boat trip through the valley with spectacular views was
reward in its self.
I scanned the Yellowstone River on the way to Gardner, but
there was limited access for fishing without a boat as the banks are steep and wading in such heavy water would be treacherous. There were a few gravel bars that would have been ok, but there is limited access to them.
Gardner is neat little town with a nice Fly shop (Park’s Fly Shop) and little grocrery store (well stocked with beer and wine).
It is siturated at the North Gate of the Yellowstone National Park on both sides of the Yellowstone River. We stayed in nice
2 story house well suited for the 13 guests and 3 hosts.
We arrived in Gardner around 3:30 PM and so we decided to do some scouting the first day since supper was planned by our
hosts around 6:30 PM. If you are 62 or older you can purchase a life-time pass to the National Parks for $20, and so we were
10

able to use Bob’s pass for entrance. The first day we traveled south and
stopped at Sheepeaters Canyon (named after the Indians who ate bighorn
sheep). On the way there
we passed thousands of
acres of high plains without
seeing a single buffalo,
deer, antilope, bear.
Nothing. I was a little disappointed and exclaimed
“Where are the teeming herds of Yellowstone I have always heard about?”.
Bob assured me we would see them tomorrow, and that I didn’t waste my
money on the bear spray. Well Sheepeaters Canyon was neat with palisade
basalt columns, and I did see and take a picture of my first Yellowstone
varmit.
I walked within 20 feet of this yellow bellied marmot (Yellowstone version of
our ground hog).
The

Palisades were neat, and Bob said this is one of the spots we may fish for
brook trout on our trip.

Our hosts, Jeff and Susan Curtis along with Josh Garris had steak and all the
fixing’s ready soon after we returned. Josh and Susan are great cooks and fed
us well during our trip. Many a story was told at supper. Later, I spent a
good hour getting my equipment ready for our first fishing trip of the week.
Bob and I were accompanied by Dick Schaad, another Pisgah Chapter member, on most of our fishing trips. The first day as
we entered the Lamar Valley I saw the teeming herds. Buffalo to the right of us. Buffalo to the left of us. Buffalo walking
down the center of the road. Buffalo rolling in the dust. Buffalo butting heads. Wow!
Youtube Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXgn-yiOZ3w
Next we encountered our first grizzly bear grazing in the meadow we were planning to
fish.
Dick remarked “Well you can have that
meadow”, so we headed back down the
road and fished near Soda Butte.
Youtube link: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7elEGCaaBtQ
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The Soda Butte Creek is a meandering stream with a lot of gravel bars (and bears apparently).

We fished until Lunch and then moved down stream to the actual Soda Butte formation (a structure created by a hot water
spring that deposited calcium carbonate). I didn’t catch any fish at this location but I did get some great pictures of some
catch and release petrified wood.
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The next day we started out on the lower Gardner River below a hot spring that attracted a lot of bathers. Bob caught a
white fish which was the first one I have ever seen. I caught a few cutthroat and Bob caught some more fish while Dick went
further up stream. The next day we started out on the lower Gardner River below a hot spring that attracted a lot of bathers.
Bob caught a white fish which was the first one I have ever seen. I caught a few cutthroat and Bob caught some more fish
while Dick went further up stream.

We quit for lunch with Dick catching the most fish, but like
everywhere in Yellowstone the scenery was spectacular so
it just didn’t matter.
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For Lunch, we headed to Sheepeaters cliff to fish for some brook trout on the upper Gardner River. Where the day before was quality fish this trip was for quantity fish. We met a few of our roommates there who had spent the morning
warming things up for us.

The hike in was through some willow thickets, and we emerged above some falls and a beautiful meadow.

The climb down was a little steep but well worth it.
To be continued in the December Issue
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Fly of the month

Jack Frisch

Crazy Charlie

W

hen trying to decide what type of flies you will need for your upcoming
bonefish excursion, no single fly better fulfills your needs than the Crazy Charlie. This imitation shrimp pattern was originated by Bob Nauheim, the
owner of a California fishing travel company. The original Charlie pattern has
been imitated and adapted more than almost any other single salt water fly
pattern, to the extent where Crazy Charlie’s encompass an entire family of
bonefish patterns. However after all the adaptations in color, size and material, the Charlie is an extremely effective imitator of just about every shrimp or
the smaller crab species that exist in the oceans and freshwater. Originally,
the Crazy Charlie was designed to imitate small baitfish like glass minnows
(Jenkinsia lamprotaenia, or Anchoe mitchelli) but with the addition of the steelheader fly pattern and bead-chain weighting technique the Charlie became a sink and strip type pattern. It
is this erratic style of bottom bouncing action that elicits fierce strikes from bonefish and makes the Charlie
one of the best bonefish patterns on the market and a must have for every serious salt angler.
Materials List:
Hook: 34007 or 3407; sizes 1, 2, 4, 6, 8.
Thread: White Monocord 3/0, or color to match body.
Eyes: 1/8" silver bead chain.
Tail: Ten or twelve strands silver tinsel.
Body: 15-lb. Mason or other clear mono over flat silver tinsel
(underbody later changed to silver or pearl Flashabou).
Wing: Two long white saddle hackles, convex sides facing
to splay tips.

I have a Dave Scadden Skycomish 10' dual pontoon boat
for sale. It is fully fitted for small river fishing i.e. French
Broad or rivers in TN. The cost to me was apx
$2,000. For sale @ $1,200. It is ready to go, just blow
the pontoons, strap on the seat/frame.
Chris O'Leary

cjoleary@bellsouth.net
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T h e D av i d s o n R i v e r : A G r e a t W i n t e r F i s h i n g G e t aw ay
by Nathaniel H. Axtell
Director of Fly Fishing Programs
Headwaters Outfitters

B

ecause of its healthy trout populations and easy access, the Davidson River in the Pisgah National Forest near Brevard is
one of the most popular and heavily fished destinations in Western North Carolina.

On most summer days, there's hardly a pull-off to be found along Hwy. 276 or Forest Service Road 475, which parallel the river
for much of its 15 mile length. Add picnickers, tubers, canoeists, kayakers, swimmers, dogs and anglers, and the Davidson can
seem like quite a circus between Memorial Day and Labor Day.
The river’s popularity is well-deserved, though. No other freestone river in Western North Carolina can boast the numbers of
fish, especially trophy-sized fish, that the Davidson can, thanks to year-round, catch and release regulations and above-average
fertility (helped in part by outflow from the Pisgah Fish Hatchery upstream.) One study found 64 browns, 216 rainbows and a
few brookies in every acre of the river!
In the summer, the key to avoiding crowds on the "Big D" is to fish very early or very late, secreting into position at the base of
a smooth pool and waiting for the 'blip!' of that first rise. Or, try climbing into the river's headwaters, such as Shuck Ridge
Creek and Cove Creek, to dapple a Tennessee Wulff in front of wild rainbows. Still, that doesn’t guarantee solitude or good
fishing, with all the mountain bikers and campers around.
By contrast, winter is my favorite time to guide on and fish the Davidson. Gone are the flotillas of tubers, the clogged parking
spots, and those frustrating moments when you hike in two miles only to find another angler has flogged your honey hole. The
Davidson is famous for its midge and blue-winged olive hatches, and these bugs come off fabulously all winter long. If you can
handle temperatures in the mid 40s to even 60 on balmy days, the Big D offers a winter fly-fishing getaway unparalleled in the
East.
Start on the lowest mile of public water on the Davidson, from Avery Creek down to the Forest Service boundary. This stretch
is the most heavily stocked mile of water in North Carolina, receiving 1,100 trout (browns, rainbows and brookies) per month
from March through August. Anglers are allowed to keep seven fish per day, with no size restrictions, from April through February.
Although many fish are harvested during the course of the season, this stretch supports a large number of holdover fish, as well
as wild, stream-born trout. The lower mile of the Davidson is often overlooked by fly fishermen because it is not catch-andrelease like the rest of the river and it is pounded by bait and hardware fishermen during the summer. But winter is a different
kettle of fish, so to speak.
When air temperatures hover in the 50s, it is possible to fish the entire mile of catch-and-keep waters without seeing another
angler. On a typical sunny winter’s day, there will be holdover rainbows and wild browns rising to miniscule midges or BWOs
along soft seams and in the back of every flat. It’s meticulous fishing, requiring long, fine leaders, small flies and delicate presentations, but the trout here are generally easier to catch than fish higher up because they see less angling pressure after Labor
Day.
Upstream of Avery Creek, catch-and-release fly fishing is the law on the Davidson. That’s a good thing, because the long,
slick pools of the lower river are pure nirvana for dry-fly fishermen. Decades-long monitoring by the North Carolina
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Division Water Quality shows that many pollution-intolerant mayflies, including four Drunella species and seven Baetis species,
thrive here. Size 18- through -24 Parachute BWOs, Parachute Adams and olive Comparaduns are good imitations for these
naturals, which emerge best on overcast or rainy days.
Day in and day out, though, midges are the bread and butter for winter Davidson trout. Midges are tiny, two-winged flies in the
same order (Diptera) as house flies. Sometimes referred by non-anglers as “gnats,” midges evolve from a worm-like larva into a
bulbous pupa that ascends to the surface and emerges as a mosquito-looking bug. They are consistently the #1 most available
food source for Davidson trout, year-round.
Midge fishing is not for everybody, though, because the flies typically range from a #18 (a big honkin’ midge) to a #30 (a dust speck.) Such small
flies require using 6X, 7X or even 8X tippet, which is fragile and easily snapped if one strikes too hard or plays a fish too roughly. A standard
Davidson midge rig for the winter begins with a #22-#24 midge larva in red, olive or brown, weighted with a few microshot, and a midge pupa
dropper in olive, brown, gray or black. These are fished under a small strike indicator (I prefer Palsas), along the bottom or close to it.
If the trout are working the surface, it’s important to determine whether they are eating fully emerged adults, clusters of mating midges or
almost-emerged pupa stuck in the surface film. Reading the rise forms is key: a gentle sip that leaves a bubble or two behind calls for a midge
dry such as a #20 Parachute Black Midge; a more aggressive rise could mean they’re eating clusters of mating midges, which suggests tying on a
#20 Griffith’s Gnat.
On the other hand, the sight of a dorsal fin or a bulging rise usually means they’re feeding on emergers in or just below the surface
film. A black, cream or gray Brooks Sprout midge or an RS-2 dropped off one of the above patterns should be the ticket.
That’s not to say that larger flies never work during the winter on the Davidson. In places where the water tumbles over shelves into
deep drop-offs are ideal places to tie on a #10-#12 black or brown stonefly nymph. Because many stonefly species have a 24-month life
cycle, there are always a few nymphs available to trout year-round. And during the winter, such meaty nymphs offer a nourishing meal.
However, in my experience, a #22 midge pupa dropper will outfish a stonefly nymph 10-to-1.
If you’ve never fished the Davidson before, or have fished it with little success, the best investment an angler can make is to hire a guide
who knows the river well. Our licensed guides here at Headwaters Outfitters have over 60 years of combined experience fishing the
Davidson. I personally spend more than 100 days on its waters each year. Call us at (828) 877-3106 to book a trip soon.

General Meeting Location
and Directions
Our meeting location is at the
Pardee Health Education Center
inside the Blue Ridge Mall.
Anyone travelling I-26 use
Exit is 49A.

The Blue Ridge Mall is located at
1800 Four Season’s Blvd,( US 64)
Hendersonville, NC 28759
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Forest Festival and Intercollegiate Woodsmen Meet

O

n 1 October 2011 the Cradle of Forestry hosted the annual Forest Festival and Intercollegiate Woodsmen meet.
The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited was represented and provided a display of chapter information. Members also demonstrated fly casting and fly tying which were of interest for festival visitors. Members included Joe
Moore, Joe’s son Cody, Charlie Dotson, Chris Ellis and John & Shirley Johnson.
More than 50 traditional craftsmen, exhibitors and entertainers gather at the Cradle of Forestry to celebrate our forests and forest heritage. Highlights included: live music, wood carvers, weavers, blacksmith, and a John G. Palmer
Intercollegiate Woodsmen's Meet. Haywood Community College organizes this lumberjack-style event.
It was a great day (Sunny day; however, wind and chilly temperatures made things somewhat less comfortable) with
many interested passer-by visitors to the Cradle of Forestry.
We gave out many PCTU Business cards and invited some to the next general meeting. We highly recommend that
members try to attend next year.
John Johnson
Joe Moore caught numerous Trout, as usual, and
provided Fly Tying demonstrations for visitors.

Charlie Dotson was perfecting his left-handed cast
(Charlie can explain why).

Chris Ellis unveiled his home-built cane (exotic material
from his driveway???) fly rod.
Joe Moore endorsed Chris’s fly rod by Roll-Casting a
country mile across the pond and Chris landed a nice size
Trout near the end of the day. Chris may need to start a
new career in Fly Rod building.
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2011 Fly Fishing Expo

T

he 3rd Annual WNC Fly Fishing Expo kicks off on Nov. 5 at the WNC Agricultural Center. Western North Carolina is blessed with altitude, clean streams, wild trout and consequently, an abundance of people who love to fly
fish. The WNC Fly Fishing Expo is a two-day fly fishing extravaganza providing anglers a forum to learn the very latest news and innovations in their sport.
"This event appeals to fly fishers of all levels," said expo organizer Frank Smith. "Whether you are an advanced angler looking for the latest gear, or a beginner who is ready to get the waders wet, there is something for everyone at
this show. And we have brought in a new group of experts who will host a variety of fly fishing related programs."
Over the years there has been no shortage of things to see and do at the WNC Fly Fishing Expo, and this year will
be no different. The lineup for the 3rd Annual event features even more exhibits and speakers than previous years.
For those who want to learn more about fly fishing, a distinguished roster of experts will hold programs and presentations throughout the weekend (visit www.wncflyfishingexpo.com for more information.).
Presenters include outdoor and fly fishing author Jim Casada; advocate Tim Landis, an instrumental figure in protecting wild fish on the South Holston; fly fishing instructor Star Nolan; Capt. Paul Rose, a pro at sightfishing for carp; Bill Strickland, expert on the secrets
of the Davison River; strike indicator developer Steven
Vorkapich; and Beau Beasley, who will introduce folks
to trout fishing in Virginia. Pair these top notch programs with fly tying and casting demonstrations from
expert instructors, and attendees have the opportunity
to learn just about everything there is to know about
fly fishing.
Nationally known manufacturers such as Abel, Orvis,
Sage, Simms and Fishpond will showcase the newest
gear. Area fishing lodges and guide outfitters will give
advice about where to fish; organizations dedicated to
protecting trout waters and habitat will discuss current
issues and initiatives; and more than a dozen fly
shops from all over WNC will have every piece of gear
imaginable for sale.
The show opens on Saturday at 9 a.m. and runs until
5 p.m., then continues on Sunday from 9 a.m. until 4
p.m. Tickets are available at the door and are $10 for
adults and free for children under 16.
Saturday features a local beer tasting with Asheville's
own Highland Brewing Company. The tasting lasts
from 2:30 p.m. until 5 p.m. and 12 Bones will be on
site throughout the event, cooking up barbeque for
hungry expo attendees.
Looking forward to seeing you there!
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Calendar of Events
November 1 Board Meeting 6:30 Tractor Shed
November 5&6 WNC Fly Fishing Expo (WNC Ag Center)
November 10 General Meeting 6:45 Social 7:15 Meeting
NOTE: BOARD MEETINGS ARE TUESDAY NOT WEDNESDAY
No December Meeting

STOCKING SCHEDULE 2011
Mentors List

November
Green River

Thursday, 3rd

Little River

Wednesday, 2nd

North Mills River

Friday, 4th

E. Fork French Broad

Thursday, 3rd

Shelton Laurel

Chapter Members listed below are available to accompany
one or two members who would like to learn more about fly
fishing in our streams. If you are just beginning to fly fish,
here’s an opportunity to get help from some knowledgeable
anglers.
Bob Daubert

Tuesday, 1st

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450*

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

800-662-7137

NC Wildlife Resource Comm. - Doug Bessler828-659-8684

James Heavner

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Fish Hatchery Kiosk - Shirley Johnson horselady294@gmail.com
Water discharges on the Green River

Marc Jones

800-829-5253

Or http://www.duke-energy.com/lakes/scheduledflow-releases.asp (TUXEDO)
Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River

866-332-5253

Hannah Krowka

National Trout Unlimited www.tu.org
Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited www.pisgahchaptertu.org

Thad Walker

Snags and Snarls is published eleven times a year by the Pisgah
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a non - profit organization for its
members and supporters.
Address comments to:
Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841
Hendersonville NC 28793-0841
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Pisgah Chapter Directory
President

Director (2012)
John Johnson

Mark Byington

828-749-1370

864-979-7436

john.johnson153@gmail.com

markb@byingtonla.net
Vice President.

Director (2013)

Chris Ellis

Charlie Dotson
828-245-8469

864-458-6240

sdotson@bellsouth.net

chris.ellis@us.michelin.com

Secretary

Director (2013)

Shirley Johnson

Joe Moore

828-749-1370

828-551-8809

horselady294@gmail.com

no e-mail

Treasurer

Director (2013)

Skip Sheldon

Brandon Apodaca

828-891-3264

828-674-5161

(shelhalla@bellsouth.net)

brandona52@hotmail.com

Past President..

Webmaster
Scott Shafer

Kiki Matthews

828-698-2927

828-696-1599

sdshafer1@bellsouth.net

kikimathews@bellsouth.net

Director

Davidson River

John Kies

Project Leader

828-698-5207

Tim Schubmehl

ohnkies@bellsouth.net

828-891-5163
tschubmehl@hotmail.com

Director

Snags & Snarls

David Pierce

Jim Hoskinson

828-891-8991

828-891-8440

piercefordp@yahoo.com

jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Director 2014
Mike Dennis
828-891-7219
ffmd48@yahoo.com
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